
7.6 '*;ffiffiffiT
I . Fi.rd the equation in the standard form of each of the following conics.

a) Ellipse with foci Fr(-8,0) and F2(8,0) whose major axis measures 20 units.
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b) Hyperbola with foci Fl (-10, 0) and Fz( 10, 0) whose transverse axis has a length of 12 units.
x2 _y2 =l36 64

c) Circle centred at 0(0, 0) passing through A(-2, 3). *+f=13
d) Parabola with vertex V(0, 0) and focus F(0, -3). * = -12y

2. For each of the conics defined by the following equations, describe the conic by giving:
- for a circle, the centre and the radius,

- for an ellipse, the coordinates of its foci and its verticeq
- for a hyperbola, the coordinates of its foci, its vertices and the equations of the asymptotes,
- for a parabola, the coordinates of its vertex, its focus and the equation of the dir"it.i".
a) xz + y2 - 5 - Q. Circle of radius .l-5 uith centre O(O,A)

b) xz + 4yz - 16:0.

# . + = l; Ellipse centred at the origin; oertices: (-4, O), (4, O), (O, -Z), (O, Z);

foci' (-E.o\ ondLJE.o)

c] 4x2-9y2-36:0.

+ - + = l; Hyperbola centred at the origin; uertices: (-5, O), (5, O);

foci' (-$5,o) and(IS,O1 and asymptotes: y = tx and, = -3*.

dl y2*2x-Zy*7:0.
(y - lf = -2(x + 3); Parabola with vertex (-3, 7) open to the left:

3. In each of the following cases, name the geometric locus and give its equation.

a) Set of points M(x, y) located at a distance of 3 units from the origin. Circle: * + rf = 9.

b) Set of points M(x, y) whose distances from the point (-1, 2) and the line with equation
x:3 are equal. Parabola: (v - 2f = -8(x - 1).

c) Set of points M(*, y) such that the absolute value of the difference of the distances from
point M to points (-5, 0) and (5, 0) is equai to 8 units.

Hyperbota: #-t=t.
d) Set of points M(rc, y) such that the sum of the distances from point M to points (0, -4) and

(0, 4) is equal to 10 units.

Ettipse:€.*=t.
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focus: l-1, i c,nd directri*, * = -1
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4. The ellipse centred at the origin on the right has a major axis
measuring l0 units and a minor axis measuring 8 units.
The vertex of the parabola on the right coincides rvith clne of the
vertices of the ellipse and its directrix passes through one of the foci
of the ellipse.

calculate the area of rectangle ABCD if line segment BC corresponds
to the horizontal minor axis of the ellipse.

Ellipse: {. * = 7; Parabola: * = 8(v - 5)'1625
B(-4, qt Ce, art AC4n'
Area of rectangle ABCD = 56 u2

*=t
*=-t

-*=-,,

5. Consider the circie centred at 0 passing through point A(-4,3) and
the rectangle ABCD lvhose sides are parallel to the axes. consider the
hyperbola 7f whose transverse axis is on the x-axis, whose vertices are
points E and G and whose foci are points S and Q and the hyperbola
7f ' lr'hose transverse axis is on the y-axis, whose vertices are points F
and H and whose foci are points P and R.

a) Determine the system
region.

of inequalities representing the shaded

,,,#-S=t'r',,fi
x2
16- -
x2
16-

b) What can be said about the supports of the diagonals of rectangle ABCD. Justifu 1,our
ans\ rer.

AC: y = -tx khared asemptate !:::r*:!:::"t: )

BD: y = | x khared csgmptote for hyperbolas 7( clnd'J( )

;tt. A circle (6 centred at u;(-1,
tangent to the circle at point

(4:(x+lF+b-2)2=25; l:

2) passes through point A(2, 6). Find the equation of the line I
P(3, -1).

4-9=,x-c

?G- Circle '€ centred at a(4,3) on the right is tangent to line I with
equation: 4x * 3y * 25 : 0.

a) Find the equation of circle %.

r=d(":,t1=V-:o+3 ' 3+251 so

w-=i=10
tM

b) Find the coordinates of the point of tangency P
P(-4, -s)

v
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8. Consider triangle ABC having vertices A(-5, l0), B(-7, -4) and C(9, 8).

Find the equation of the circumscribed circle of triangle ABC.

Recall that: The circumscribed circle's centre is the intersection point of the perpendicular
bisectors of the sides of the triangle.

11(perpendicularbisectorof en): ,=-|*+f ; t2(perpendiculsrbisector of aC)t y = 7x- 5:

u (centre of circumscribed circle) = (7, 2); radius of circumscribed circle = d(a, A) = 1O.

Circumscribed circle: (x - 7F + fu - 2)2 = 1OO.

9. Whut is the intersection point of the directrices of parabolas

9{ 0- 1)' : -8(x + 1) and 9r: (x+ 3)2 : 4(v + 2)7

Ir: x = L ; lr: y = -3 thus the intersection point is P(7, -3).

I O- The difference between the radii of two concentric circles is 3 cm.

If the equation of the larger circle is: x2 * f + A* - 4y - 36:0, determine the equation of
the smalier circle.

Larse circle: (x + 3F + - 2F = 49; small circle: (x + 3)2 + (v - 2)2 = 16
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I t. Th" major and the minor axes of the ellipse centred at
the origin shown on the right measure 10 and 6 units
respectively.

A circle of radius 2 units centred at one of the foci of the
ellipse u'as dra$.n.

Determine the length of the chord CD knowing that
cor ArA2

etipse, * + * = 7; Focus: F(4,O); Circle: (x - 4f + f = 4

c(s, Js\: o(s, - E)' ^cn = 2"[3

12. The asymptotes of the hyperbola centred at the origin
shown on the right are the lines with equations:y :x dnd

! : -x.Its transverse axis measures 12 units. The circle on
the right, of radius 8 units and centred at the origin,
intersects the hyperbola at four points q Q, R and S.

Calculate the area of rectangle PQRS.

Hvnerbola: * - v2 = 36. Citcle: * + f = 64

e (s"[2, &)' a(sE, -&)' n(-s.[2, - ffi)'
s(-s"[Z, &)t ^PQ = 2& ; ^nQ = rc.[Z ;

Area PQRS = 4O0 u2

13. The major and the minor axes of the ellipse on the right
measure 10 units and 6 units respectively. Calculate the area of
the right triangle PQR inscribed inside the ellipse kno'uving that
the side PQ passes through one of the foci of the el1ipse.

EIIipse: 4* . + = 7; F(4, Ol ; elA, f,)

qlo,-+)'"lo,t),^Pa = *'^* = 8; Areq aPQB = + = 7.2 u2
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lC. On the.figure on the right, the circle centred at the origin
passes through the vertex V of the parabola and the ellipse
passes through its focus F. The minor axis 8,B., of the ellipsl is
a diameter for the circle.

If the equation of the parabola is x2 : 4(y - 3), describe the
shaded regiorr rrsing a system of inequalities.

V{O, 3); F(O, 4); Circle: * + 92 = 9

Ettipse:*.#=t. x2+y2>9
*+*=t.

15. hr an elliptical shaped pool, two points P and Q on the side
of-this po,o1 are joined by a cable. This cable passes through
a focus of the ellipse and is perpendicular to its major axis.
Knowing that the major axis and the minor axis measure
200 m and 160 m respectively, calculate the length of the
cable when it is stretched.

ruip"", #, + # = t ; F(6o, o); p(6o, 64); e6o, -64);

^Pq 
J izs -'

I G. The interior region of a hyperbola centred at the origin has
been shaded.

Knowing that one of the asymptotes of the hyperbola passes
through point (4, 3) and that the distance between the
vertices of the hyperbola is equal to 6 units, describe the
shaded region using an inequality'.

x2 _y2 -_r16 9-

I ?. Consider an ellipse centred at the origin with equation:

Determine the equation of each of the parabolas whose
foci of the ellipse.

*' -r !' -125 16

vertex and focus are respectivelv the

Parabola: uertex Fl-3, O) and focus F (x+3)=24f
Parqrtola: oertex F 3, A) and focus Fr(-3, (x-3)=-24f
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